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About This Game
Gameplay:
Quible Sphere features simple gameplay; Get from start to end. That's basically it! But how you do it is up to you.
You take the role of a small ball, named Quible, that has to navigate each stage and avoid all the obstacles the game throws at
you!

Features:
Quible Sphere features several elements for you to enjoy, like:

40 levels for you to complete
Extra challenges
User-created levels
Full controller support (except for level editor)
Controller recommended, but not required!
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Steam integration:
Using Steam, the game offers the following:

Achievements
Game stats
Workshop
Leaderboards for every stage (including user levels)
Cloud save
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Title: Quible Sphere
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Hertzole
Publisher:
Hertzole
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista
Graphics: Any graphics card with shader model 4.0 capabilities
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Last two stages were brutal. Otherwise the game was fairly enjoyable.. Highly recommend the game and the expansion. My only
issue is a random bug that happens to me. When I go to start a random map game ( mostly single player but sometimes muti) the
whole game crashes and shuts down. Almost like clicking the random map button is the exit game button. Aside from that
everything else is beautiful, runs smoothly. New Civs and campains are amazing! new ships are sweet, and new fun stuff for
map editor :D. I'm not sure why this game is getting more mixed reviews compared to other similar hidden object games. It is
not the greatest example of the genre but it provided everything I was expecting. The art work is good and there are simple
enjoyable puzzles. The story is okay but it did get some bonus points in my mind though by summoning demons through a ripoff star gate. So there are safer bets if you are wanting to play a hidden object game but this one is still worth a play in my
opinion.. Not trying to knock it, it's precisely what is promised, a very short experience with a robot having a monologue, but in
my opinion it could have used some more polish.
Very taxing on the hardware and still fuzzy (at least on a GTX1060), even though there is not a lot going on.
Overall not a great experience.
Try it out, but don't expect to be wowed.. This is a very good little indie game! I don't see many indie fighting games, so as a fan
of the genre that's a good thing to have. The one-hit mechanic is SUPER cool given the samurai setting, very adequate, you feel
the tension in each match, even they being so short (less than 10 seconds many times).
PROS
- One-hit-kill mechanic that sets this game apart from most else
- Interesting characters with unique moves and different combat styles
- Very short matches make up for a unique experience in a fighting game
- Nice pixelart characters and environments
- Little indie game to kill time and play with friends
- Low Pricing
CONS
- Few characters to play. Probably the developer will add more over time
- It may get a little repetitive playing against AI for some time, so bring some friends!
Definetely worth it if you like samurai, fighting games, local co-op, pixelart or if you're just a nice guy who likes to support
indie devs. Honestly I have never played a game like this.. Posted on the forums about a big I found and within an hour Creative
Storm Entertainment replied, fixed and put it in their next patch. +1 for the great game and the devs working to improve it.
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I just recently installed the Steam version so I have many many many more hours than just 32 logged on Dofus, starting way
back in 2008. I'm not terribly good at writing reviews so I'm gonna keep it short. This game is fantastic and one of a kind. Do
NOT try to play it alone however. It is a community based game, and it always has been. Get some friends or try to find some in
game. That said, if you like strategic, turn-based combat and a story-driven world, please give this game a shot. It deserves it..
bad bad game .... evreything here is bad. An incredibly pleasant surprise, I expected much less from this price! Very charming
and simple presentation, as well as very intense and satisfying gunfights. Shooting feels great, and reloading is intuitive enough
to be engaging, but not too complicated as to be bothersome or frustrating. I will say sometimes it feels like you have to get
lucky in order to return fire effectively, though I believe that was intended.
Your own weapon sounds are passable, but where the sound design really stands out is the hectic sounds of gunfire, police
radios, sirens and car horns all going off. It really helps sell the chaos of the situation.
The only stand out negative I have to mention is 2 handed weapons feel more detrimental than helpful. A lot of the time spent
playing this game is spent hunched over or crouched behind cover, and 2 handed weapons just don't compensate for that
transition very well at this state, that said, they are all entirely optional.
Took me about an hour to get through the game once on rookie difficulty, and I can see myself playing this quite often. Its
challenging, and very replayable.
so like yeah i think its a pretty good game. Frequent system failures during battles that do not happen with Rome: Total War,
and Medeival: Total War. Three failures that prompted closing the program in 1 hour of game play.. Just finished the game.
And I had a lot of fun... and also discovered some new curse words. The final battle was INSANE and was only able to win with
8th level characters (on normal level). The Storm Guard is a beautiful game with excellent animations. The tatical combat is
indeed a chess game. Just wish the game was deeper and characters had inventories. For those folks here that were gamers in the
80's and 90's; this game can be compared to SSI's Wizard's Crown - one of my most memorable and cherished of the SSI games.
The Storm Guard is recommended!!!. Very fun and time consuming game needs more classes though (:. Rome Total War's
Alexander DLC was made if the player wanted to play Alexanders Conquest. Honestly it is a DLC If you do not like it. DLC's
aren't meant to be PERFECT Or Better than the main game. Theyre meant to extend the game. 9/10
Graphics:Good for the time period it was made in
Gameplay:Amazing Gameplay. Total war games usually have Strong Gameplay.
Interactivness:Absolutely Stunning as usually a total war game has.
9/10 Would Alexander again
Excuse grammar mistakes if there are any.. What a entertaining little game.
It runs perfectly on a "office" toaster - meaning the absolute non-gaming rig. It is turn based so one can leave it running and do
turns whenever there's a hole in the schedule, during lunch break, coffee timeouts etc.
It is a mirrored setup wargame with no asymmetry, meaning all nations have access to the same ships with the same capabilities.
This leads to a very "alternative" version of nations but it is by no means a deterrent. Quite funny to see Nazi Germany with a
fleet of carriers...
I like the "scorched earth" mechanics although it has ample space for further development - IMO the torpedoes should not be
fire and forget but rather arm them for a distance.
All in all a great buy and great "little" game with extensive replayability.
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